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Tunnell Consulting Announces Appointment of Jonathan Horn as 

Principal 

Horn’s industry expertise, insights into the life sciences industry, and experience as a consulting partner and 

senior executive adds to Tunnell’s value in delivering sustainable solutions and strong performance to life 

sciences companies and federal agencies 

 

KING OF PRUSSIA, PA February 11, 2020: Tunnell Consulting, an organization dedicated to solving complex 

problems for life sciences companies and government agencies, announced the recent appointment of Jonathan 

Horn as Principal. Horn brings over 30 years of management consulting expertise to Tunnell, with significant 

experience assessing, designing, and managing enterprise transformation initiatives, especially to help establish 

and grow emerging companies.  

Horn has significant experience in multiple healthcare sectors, including life sciences and federal health. He has 

published and been quoted in multiple periodicals, and has been a speaker at industry, vendor, and user group 

conferences and webinars. In 2004 Horn completed LEADERSHIP Philadelphia’s Core Program, which mobilizes 

private, public sector, and non-profit leaders to enhance their civic knowledge and awareness, enrich leadership 

skills, and gain non-profit board training and placement. He has since served on the Board of Directors (past Co-

Chair) of The Enterprise Center in Philadelphia, whose mission is to cultivate and invest in minority entrepreneurs 

to inspire working together for economic growth in communities. Horn is also passionate about staff mentoring 

and people development.  

“Jonathan’s background, insights and mentorship experience will prove valuable both to our clients and to our 

growing staff,” said Maryann Gallivan, CEO of Tunnell Consulting. “At Tunnell, mentoring and development of our 

people has always been a high priority, and we welcome his expert guidance in our constant move towards 

continuous improvement. In addition, his success in leading transformative initiatives will bring value to our clients 

who turn to us for expert guidance across the life sciences industry.” 

 “I am very pleased to begin my new role at Tunnell,” said Horn. “As Principal, I look forward to creating, 

designing, and executing transformative projects for our life sciences clients, and also taking on a role at Tunnell as 

a mentor. I especially appreciate Tunnell’s approach to consultancy, which relies on a deep level of skill, driven by 

subject matter experts and thought leaders with insights into the industry’s most pressing challenges.” 

Prior to joining Tunnell, Horn served as a Partner at Infosys Consulting, and a Partner/Principal at Deloitte 

Consulting. He has held numerous client-facing and internal leadership roles, and his client service activities have 

included:  assessing the capabilities needed to grow emerging companies; performing the project/program ROI / 

business case analyses, project/program evaluation and design, and complex project/program management 

required to institute those capabilities; enterprise and technology transformation; and operations improvement. 
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About Tunnell Consulting 

Founded in 1962 and serving many of the world's leading life sciences firms, government agencies and emerging 

startups, Tunnell Consulting, Inc. integrates strategic, technical, process, quality, regulatory and organizational 

skills to design and implement sustainable solutions that exactly meet client needs.  With deep industry 

knowledge, extensive scientific credentials, and superior measurable results, we consistently boost the operating 

performance of each unique client we serve.  To learn more, visit us online at http://www.tunnellconsulting.com.  
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